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Soluble paramagnetic probes have been shown to be useful for
obtaining insight into processes regulating protein surface acces-
sibility. The absence of specific interactions between proteins and
paramagnetic probes is a prerequisite for describing induced
perturbation profiles of protein NMR signals in terms of structure
and/or dynamics. Since TEMPOL and Gd(III)DTPA-BMA seem
to fulfill this requirement, they have been widely used to study the
surface accessibility of proteins.1-6

Alternative neutral paramagnetic probes with larger molecular
size and higher relaxivity are, however, needed to reduce the amount
of probe used in NMR experiments and hence its possible
interference with the investigated molecular system. A larger
molecular size than those of the above probes could be also useful
for defining protein aggregation processes, as protein surface
accessibility is dependent on protein-protein interactions: the larger
the probe, the more it will be excluded from the surface of the
approaching protein molecules.7

We used a neutral Gd(III) complex with two metal ions
coordinated by a large macrocyclic ligand, shown in Figure 1, as
a paramagnetic probe to study hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL)
surface accessibility. TEMPOL-induced perturbation profiles5 and
aggregation8 have been investigated in detail in HEWL and this
protein seems suitable for testing the characteristics of [Gd2(L7)-
(H2O)2].

Experimental conditions ensuring very limited association of
HEWL were used,8 i.e., 1.0 mM protein concentration, pH 4.0, no
salts added, and a temperature of 308 K. Paramagnetic attenuations,
Ai, of 54 well-resolved CRH signals from1H-13C HSQC HEWL
spectra, obtained in the presence and in the absence of TEMPOL
and [Gd2(L7)(H2O)2], were compared. Figure 2 summarizes the set
of paramagnetic attenuations obtained with 33.0 and 0.7 mM
TEMPOL and [Gd2(L7)(H2O)2], henceforth referred to asAi T and
Ai Gd2, respectively. Probe concentrations have been carefully chosen
to obtain sizable and similar average signal broadenings in
preliminary HEWL 1D spectra. Due to possible inaccuracy in peak
volume measurements,Ai values have been discussed outside the
estimated maximum error of(0.15. Thus, onlyAi differences larger
than twice the standard deviation from the difference average in
each set of data,σ ) 0.29, have been considered. The data reported
in Figure 2 (shown also in the Supporting Information) suggest
thatAiGd2 andAiT are rather similar, sinceAiGd2 is significantly larger
than AiT in only eight cases, while the opposite behavior can be
observed in three cases. It is interesting to note that theAiGd2 .
AiT condition holds for five glycyl and two seryl residues, both of

these amino acids being characterized by small side chains.
According to the HEWL structure with the Protein Data Bank ID
code 193L,9 all these residues are located in convex surface areas
of the protein. The lack of bulky side chains and the particular
local shape where they are placed seem to make the latter Gly and
Ser backbone methynes particularly suitable for approach by the
large paramagnetic Gd(III) complex. In facts, preferential interac-
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Figure 1. Drawing of the structure of [Gd2(L7)(H2O)2], where L7 is
4,7,10,23,26,29-hexakis(carboxylmethyl)-2,12,21,31-tetraoxo-1,4,7,10,13,-
20,23,26,29,32-decaazatricyclo[14,20]-p-xylene.

Figure 2. Comparison of paramagnetic attenuation (Ai) due to the presence
of TEMPOL (a) and [Gd2(L7)(H2O)2] (b) vs residue depth (Di). Open circles
refer to residues whoseAi Gd2-Ai T differences are larger than twice the
standard deviation from the difference average.
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tions of [Gd2(L7)(H2O)2] with glycyl and seryl residues can be
excluded, asAiGd2 e AiT is found for Gly16, Gly26, Gly54, and
Ser81.

To investigate how all the observed paramagnetic effects correlate
with HEWL structural features,Ai was expressed in terms of the
corresponding atom depths, rather than accessible surface areas,
due to the through-space character of the dipolar interaction between
nuclear and electronic spins. By inspection of Figure 2, a better
correlation between atom depths, expressed as depth indexDi,10

and Ai obtained in the presence of the Gd complex is apparent.
Methyne hydrogens havingDi higher that 0.6, i.e., hydrogens close
to the protein surface, exhibited high or intermediateAiGd2 values
and, in contrast, CRH’s located near the protein core withDi values
lower that 0.5 haveAi Gd2 < 1.0. The anomalously highAi Gd2 values
observed for Ala107, Ile98, and Trp123 signals, confirmed also by
TEMPOL-induced attenuations, support their location in surface
hot spots, in line with previous observation in HEWL5 and in other
protein systems using TEMPOL.11

It should be noted that, by using the above-mentioned method
of calculating atom depths, surface convexity yields reduced atom
depths, i.e., higherDi values. At the molecular level, surface
convexity is more favorable for close approaches of large molecular
probes. The fact that the molecular volumes of [Gd2(L7)(H2O)2]
and TEMPOL are very different (1084 and 200 Å3 respectively
have been calculated with the MolMol software package12) partially
accounts for the good agreement between the obtained HEWLAi Gd2

and the calculatedDi values of the protein methynes.
The fact thatAi T . Ai Gd2 is obtained for Ala42, Asp66, and

Ile88 may be attributed to two different reasons: in the case of
these Ala and Ile residues, it is apparent that they are both located
in concave surface regions (see Figure 3), less approachable by
the larger probe. The origin of the highAiT value of Asp66, located
in a rather flat part of the HEWL surface, may be ascribed, instead,
to some hydrogen bonding of hydroxyl and/or N-oxyl moieties of
TEMPOL with nearby protein donor groups. The same mechanism
could contribute also to the anomalousAi T value of Ala42, as the
HEWL reference structure used indicates that both Asp66 and Ala42
CRH groups are close to surface-exposed hydrogen-bonding donors,
i.e., Asp66 and Thr43 backbone amide hydrogens, respectively,
which are not involved in any intramolecular hydrogen bonding.
Hence, the lifetime of TEMPOL close contacts with the HEWL

surface may be longer in the two regions where Asp66 and Ala42
are located, yielding stronger paramagnetic effects. Due to the
critical role of Asp66 in HEWL amyloidosis13 and, in general, of
surface-exposed backbone amides in conformational disorders,14 a
new interesting application ofAi T for delineating potential protein
aggregation sites may be suggested.

From Figure 2, a disagreement between the surface proximity
of Asn39 and Asn65 methynes and the corresponding paramagnetic
perturbations is apparent. The presence of structured water mol-
ecules, preventing a close approach of both probes toward these
CRH’s, is fully supported by our previous HEWL hydration study.5

In fact, for both Asn39HR and Asn65HR, water-protein nuclear
Overhauser effects could be detected, indicating their involvement
in the formation of strong surface hydration sites (see Supporting
Information).

Thus, the reported combined analysis of the paramagnetic effects
on 1H-13C HSQC signals due to the presence of TEMPOL and
[Gd2(L7)(H2O)2] seems to confirm that the new probe is very
suitable to map protein surface accessibility, as no preferential
interaction could be monitored for it. Furthermore, the present data
and analyses suggest that a combined use of paramagnetic probes
of different size and chemical nature may reveal fine aspects of
the complex dynamics occurring at the water-protein interface.
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Supporting Information Available: Complete list of HEWL
hydrogens showing water-protein Overhauser effects together with
details of the synthesis of [Gd2(L7)(H2O)2] and ofAi andDi calculations.
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://
pubs.acs.org.
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Figure 3. Surface representation of HEWL structure, colored according
to the similarity observed forAi Gd2 andAi T. Orange patches refer to regions
where the conditionAi Gd2 . Ai T holds, while the opposite situation is
highlighted by purple. Gray patches indicate surface regions where equal
paramagnetic effects were induced by the two probes. Surface atoms are
colored within a sphere of 3.5 Å radius centered on the considered CRH’s.
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